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The appearance of hybrid 

operators in Spain has been out of 
step with pure operators.

Hibrid Pure



New flexible workspace operators 

arrive in Barcelona
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Capital markets faced with the 
evolution of flexible workspaces
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The European coworking and  flexible workspace context







The flexible workspace sector 
is an outstanding place to be. 
With a substantial amount of 
space still to mature, it will 
continue growing and 
evolving rapidly over the 
coming 5 years.



The demand for flexible 
workspaces
Results of the Proworkspaces survey 2019

Over the coming 12 months, 66% of 

the affiliates surveyed anticipate an 

increase in occupancy.





Demographics of centres in 
Spain



Flex Potential Index - FPI

The Index of Flex Potential enables 

quantification of the main 

parameters of the flexible model in 

the Spanish context

At a regional level, which factors underlie the expansion of flexible workspaces and what 
will be the coming steps in Spain?
The Flex Potential Index of Cushman & Wakefield and Proworkspaces (FPI) probes those 
elements that favour the activity of flexible offices in Spain’s 52 provincial capitals.



FPI Methodology
13 indicators directly or indirectly affecting office demand have been chosen, particularly 
with regard to the need for flexible workspaces. These are classified under the categories 
of Talent, Business Environment, Entrepreneurship and Scale.
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FPI Methodology
Category analysis

Talent
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Business surroundings

FPI Methodology
Category analysis
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Entrepreneurship

FPI Methodology
Category analysis
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Scale

FPI Methodology
Category analysis



Category analysis
The best positioned cities in the FPI are Madrid, Barcelona, San 
Sebastian, Bilbao and Valencia. In relative terms, Madrid and 
Barcelona are far ahead of the third-placed city, thanks to their 
contribution to all of the indicators in both per capita terms and with 
respect to total volume.



Top Performance
The five most dynamic markets for flexible workspaces display individual 
characteristics that are outlined below. The figures indicate the 
performance of each of the 13 indicators used for each region and set the 
context for the average performance in Spain. 
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